Observed mesoscale eddy signatures in Southern Ocean surface mixed-layer depth
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**Abstract**
Combining satellite altimetry with Argo profile data a systematic observational estimate of mesoscale eddy signatures in surface mixed-layer depth (MLD) is provided across the Southern Ocean (SO). Eddy composite MLD anomalies are shallow in cyclones, deep in anticyclones, and increase in magnitude with eddy amplitude. Their magnitudes show a pronounced seasonal modulation roughly following the depth of the climatological mixed layer. Weak eddies of the relatively quiescent SO subtropics feature peak late-winter perturbations of $\pm 10$ m. Much larger MLD perturbations occur over the vigorous eddies originating along the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and SO western boundary current systems, with late-winter peaks of $\sim 30$ m and $\sim 60$ m in the average over cyclonic and anticyclonic eddy cores (a difference of $\approx 100$ m). The asymmetry between modest shallow cyclonic and pronounced deep anticyclonic signatures is systematic and not accompanied by corresponding asymmetries in eddy amplitude. Nonetheless, the net deepening of the climatological SO mixed layer by this asymmetry in eddy MLD perturbations is estimated to be small (few meters). Eddies are shown to enhance SO MLD variability with peaks in late winter and eddy-intense regions. Anomalously deep late-winter mixed layers occur disproportionately within the cores of anticyclonic eddies, suggesting the mesoscale heightens the frequency of deep winter surface-mixing events along the eddy-intense regions of the SO. The eddy modulation in MLD reported here provides a pathway via which the oceanic mesoscale can impact air-sea fluxes of heat and carbon, the ventilation of water masses, and biological productivity across the SO.

1. Introduction
The ocean’s surface mixed layer determines the volume of the global ocean in direct contact with the atmosphere. It mediates all exchange between the atmosphere and the subsurface ocean, and its properties directly condition air-sea fluxes in variables such as heat and carbon. The depth of the mixed layer determines how far surface mixing reaches down entraining properties from below, and thus it is one of several key variables setting the properties of the mixed layer. This depth shows large seasonal variations, which give rise to the stratified seasonal thermocline below the shallow summer mixed layer and down to the level of deepest winter mixing, defining the top of the permanent thermocline. The ocean’s mixed layer features pronounced geographical variations in depth, reflecting spatial variations in atmospheric wind and buoyancy forcing, but also advection by ocean currents. Deepest mixed-layer depths occur during polar winter convection, and also equatorward of mid-latitude western boundary currents and their separations, as well as equatorward of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current in the Southern Ocean.

Much progress has been made in the observational knowledge of these large-scale climatological variations in mixed-layer depth [e.g., de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004] and the processes responsible for them. The energetic variability in the ocean’s circulation also perturbs the surface mixed layer and its depth, in particular at the scale at which its kinetic energy peaks, the oceanic mesoscale at $\approx 100$ km [Gill et al., 1974; Scott and Wang, 2005; Ferrari and Wunsch, 2009]. This has long been known, as informed by theory and process modeling studies [e.g., Klein and Hua, 1988], as well as occasional in situ field campaigns. These include in particular investigations of Gulf Stream rings and mesoscale features across the North Atlantic and their impacts on air-sea interactions [e.g., Vastano et al., 1980; Ring Group, 1981; Schmitt and Olson, 1985; Joyce and Stalcup, 1985; Dewar, 1986; Williams, 1988], but also studies in Drake passage [e.g., Joyce et al., 1981]. The oceanic circulations on mesoscales, and also beyond on sub-mesoscales [Mahadevan, 2016], induce
mixed-layer depth variations on spatial scales that are smaller than those typical of the buoyancy-flux and wind-forced perturbations resulting from atmospheric synoptic variability (∼1000 km). They give rise to mesoscale modulations in surface-layer carbon concentrations, air-sea fluxes, nutrient availability, and oceanic productivity, as examined in a multitude of studies of mesoscale impacts on oceanic biology and biogeochemistry (e.g., reviewed recently by McGillicuddy [2016]). The arising mesoscale gradients in mixed-layer depth, in association with mesoscale circulations, furthermore modulate the exchange of properties between the surface layer and the deep ocean [e.g., Sallée et al., 2010a].

Observational characterizations of mesoscale signatures in mixed-layer depth have been typically limited to single event field campaigns (see the studies mentioned above). In contrast, satellite observational oceanography has facilitated a range of systematic studies of mesoscale signals in variables measurable from the surface, such as temperature [Hausmann and Czaja, 2012], chlorophyll [Gaube et al., 2014], ocean-atmosphere coupling and air-sea exchanges [Chelton et al., 2004; O’Neill et al., 2012; Frenger et al., 2013; Villas Boas et al., 2015], and sea surface height, the latter allowing for a dynamical characterization of mesoscale features for the global ocean [e.g., Chelton et al., 2011].

Systematic studies of mixed-layer depth are becoming possible with the growing coverage and length of the Argo profile observational archive. Some studies started to make use of this to analyze mesoscale perturbations in surface mixing, locally for the South Indian Ocean [Gaube et al., 2013; Dufois et al., 2014], and very recently also for the subtropical ocean gyres of the global ocean [Dufois et al., 2016]. Here we exploit the Argo archive in combination with satellite altimetry, processed into a global atlas of eddying features and their characteristics [Chelton et al., 2011], to provide a systematic characterization of observed mesoscale signatures in mixed-layer depth for the traditionally sparsely observed Southern Ocean.

Argo-profile observations have been crucial in informing our knowledge of the Southern Ocean mixed-layer depth field, which was previously based only on shipboard measurements. In particular, they have allowed for a much higher resolution characterization of the observed climatology of mixed-layer depth [de Boyer Montégut et al., 2004; Dong et al., 2008; Schmidtko et al., 2013], and for investigation into the signatures of interannual variability in mixed-layer depth [Sallée et al., 2010b]. So far, a systematic characterization of the signatures of the intense Southern Ocean mesoscale circulations in mixed-layer depth has not been undertaken and is the main goal of the present study. We will establish typical eddy signatures, and provide characterization of their geographical and seasonal variation across the Southern Ocean. We focus in particular on the region of intense eddy variability associated with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC), in the winter time, when some of the world’s deepest mixed layers are formed along this current system and on its equatorward flank. Notably, our analysis is not solely restricted to very energetic nonlinear mesoscale features that can be long-lived, trapping, and transporting their own ecosystems over long distances and times. It also includes the full spectrum of mesoscale circulations, of which short-lived and small-amplitude features constitute the most frequent population [Chelton et al., 2011; Hausmann and Czaja, 2012; Frenger et al., 2015]. Note that Argo float coverage is not typically sufficient to provide a characterization of the evolution of anomalies within individual eddies over their lifetime. Here we thus adopt an approach that characterizes composite eddy snapshots and their associated mixed-layer perturbations, with lifetimes of the latter hypothesized to be similar to those of the associated eddies (weeks to years). We also explore whether the eddy signals average out or whether they give rise to net long-term larger-scale modulations in the depth, variability, and properties of the Southern Ocean surface mixed layer.

The paper is set out as follows. Section 2 introduces the key methods and data sets employed. The available data coverage is assessed, and an overview of mesoscale eddy circulations and the climatological patterns and seasonal evolution of mixed-layer depth across the Southern Ocean (SO) provided. Section 3 presents the key observational results, which characterize the observed variability in mixed-layer depth and eddy signals therein (section 3.1). Section 3.2 addresses the seasonal and geographical variations of the detected mesoscale signatures in SO mixed-layer depths. The implications of these observational results are discussed in section 4, by addressing three key questions: Do eddies have a rectified impact on the mean state of SO mixed-layer depth (section 4.1), on its variability (section 4.2), and do they modulate the frequency of occurrence of deep winter mixed layers (section 4.3)? Conclusions and further discussion are provided in section 5.
2. Southern Ocean Eddy and Mixed-Layer Data sets, Coverage, and Climatologies

Mesoscale eddies are identified as closed contours in spatially high-pass filtered sea surface height (SSH) from Aviso’s two-altimeter reference series by an automated algorithm that also tracks eddies from week to week. This results in a global data set of mesoscale eddy tracks (with lifetimes of at least 4 weeks and amplitudes of at least 1 cm) described in detail by Chelton et al. [2011, CSS11 hereafter]. Here an updated version of the data set is used as available at http://cioss.coas.oregonstate.edu/eddies/ (third release). The 10-year timespan from the start of the Argo era in the SO (August 2001) up to the end of the eddy track data set (4 April 2012) is used for the main analyses in this paper. Eddies captured in this data set are seen to be ubiquitous across the entire open SO equatorward of the sea-ice edge and away from continental shelves and plateaus (Figure 1a). They partition into roughly equal numbers of cyclones and anticyclones, characterized respectively by lows and highs in sea level (Table 1). Those eddies with tracked lifetimes longer than 4 months are typically nonlinear (with ratios of eddy rotational to translational speeds greater than unity, see CSS11), and thus able to trap and carry water parcels with them. Note however that identified eddies do not necessarily correspond to closed streamlines in the absolute surface flow. The latter are given by closed contours in full sea level, which is the sum of the high-pass filtered sea level anomalies (whose closed contours are used to identify eddies) plus the filtered anomalies of larger spatial scale (with typically weak associated gradients and flow) and the absolute dynamic topography (to which the altimeter sea level anomalies are referenced). In this context, wave-like features such as transient meanders in absolute dynamic topography can also manifest as closed contours in filtered sea level anomalies. Here all features with closed contours of sea level anomaly are referred to as eddies. Their radii $r_e$ typically lie between 60 and 100 km (not shown). Eddy amplitudes in SSH (mapped in Figure 1b) are seen to vary from less than 5 cm in subtropical basin interiors, steeply increasing to beyond 10 cm approaching western boundary current systems and the ACC jets, and exceeding 30 cm especially along the Agulhas return current (ARC). This spatial pattern in eddy amplitude agrees well with that of the local standard deviation of SSH, which itself primarily reflects the SO eddy kinetic energy distribution. The 10 cm isoline of the SSH standard deviation is indicated by the black contour in Figure 1, based on weekly delayed-time reference series sea level anomalies, as obtained from www.aviso.altimetry.fr, here for the 10 year period 1999–2009.

It is of use to introduce two contrasting oceanic regimes: (i) the regions of intense eddy variability associated with the SO’s major current systems, and (ii) the regions of weak eddy variability, such as encountered in the quiescent eastern parts of the subtropical gyres. Here “energetic” regions of the ACC and SO western boundary currents (i) are identified by imposing a lower bound on SSH standard deviation of 10 cm (within the solid contour in Figure 1). An example of the “quiescent” regions (ii) is provided by the South Pacific (SP) east of 150°W, equatorward of 48°S (as outlined by the dashed box in Figure 1). The locations of weekly eddy snapshots whose tracks originate in either of these two regions are color-coded in Figure 1a (see legend). Table 1 provides a census of these eddies; their amplitudes average to 3.5 cm in the quiescent regime, and to 15 cm in the energetic regime (Table 2).

Individual Argo profile surface mixed-layer depths $h$ are estimated based on a density threshold criterion (as in de Boyer Montégut et al. [2004]). To assess sensitivity of results to this criterion, mixed layers obtained with the density-based algorithm of Holte and Talley [2009] are also examined. These data sets are provided by Holte et al. [2010, available online at http://mixedlayer.ucsd.edu]. Here analysis is restricted to profiles to which delayed-time processing has been applied and which are collected prior to the end of the eddy data set. Figure 1c maps resulting profile locations across the SO.

To facilitate the study of mixed-layer depth variability and the eddy signal therein, $h_i$ of individual profiles is separated into a component reflecting its seasonally-varying climatology and a departure from it, $h = h + h_i$. For a given profile $i$, $h$ is estimated as the average of $h$ over the $N_c = 100$ surrounding profiles $j$, selected so as to minimize the weight

$$w_i = \exp \left\{ -\frac{\delta y_i^2}{\delta x_i^2} + \frac{\Delta x_i^2}{L_x^2} + \frac{\Delta y_i^2}{L_y^2} \right\}.$$  

(1)

Here $\delta y_i$, $\Delta x_i$, and $\Delta y_i$ are the distances between floats in time of year (year day, including all years available), longitude and latitude, and their respective weight in the selection is set via the choice of the time and space scales $\delta t$, $L_x$, and $L_y$, set here to 30 days (of the year, i.e., cyclical), 5° longitude and 2° latitude.
Figure 1. SO eddy and Argo data coverage and climatologies. (a) Locations of cyclonic and anticyclonic eddy instances (each dot indicates a weekly eddy snapshot), color coded as indicated in the legend by region of eddy track origin: in the South Pacific quiescent region (dashed box), in the SO energetic regions (solid contours), or elsewhere in the SO. (b) Corresponding SO eddy amplitude in sea surface height (cm), estimated as average over 1°-by-1° bins (here for the 12 year period 2000–2011, white if no eddy coverage). (c) Locations of Argo profiles, in small black markers if outside eddy cores, color coded as in Figure 1a if inside eddy cores. (d) Corresponding Argo profile mixed-layer depth climatology $h$ (m) in late winter (August-September-October, ASO)—mapped, as detailed in supporting information Note S2, using cluster averaging to a 1°-by-1° grid over the Argo covered region (white elsewhere).
winter, i.e., including $\bar{h}$ of all profiles collected in August, September, and October (ASO), is mapped in Figure 1d. The method used here to map individual Argo profile data is detailed in supporting information Note S2, with mapping scales displayed in supporting information Figure S4. In agreement with previous climatologies [e.g., Dong et al., 2008], the mapped winter climatology (Figure 1d) shows deep winter mixed layers, typically in excess of 100 m, locally exceeding 400 m along and equatorward of the ACC energetic regions. The annual-mean climatology reveals an overall similar spatial pattern, with a secondary broader peak along and poleward of the ACC reflecting the summer-time wind-driven mixed-layer depth maximum of 70 m there (see supporting information Figure S1). Starting at the end of summer, $\bar{SO} \bar{h}$ deepen slowly to peak in August and September, followed by a rapid re-stratification toward the summer-time (January-February-March).

### Table 1. Southern Ocean Data Coverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Quiescent</th>
<th>Energetic</th>
<th>SO ≤ 27.5°S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$n_p$</td>
<td>104,762</td>
<td>26,800</td>
<td>26,963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\bar{n}_p$</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_r$</td>
<td>43,132</td>
<td>10,184</td>
<td>11,187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n_{psnap}$</td>
<td>7113</td>
<td>1688</td>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_{psnap}$</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Number of weekly eddy snapshots $n$, including both cyclones C and anticyclones A, with their ratio $n_A/n_C$ indicated in italics below, number of Argo profiles $n_p$, and number of Argo-profile associations with snapshots of (0.75 $r_e$) eddy cores $n_{psnap}$. Based on August 2001–March 2012 data. Each three-part entry shows a value including all months of the year, followed by that for late winter months (August-September-October), and the summer time (January-February-March).*

### 3. Characterizing the Eddy Signal in Mixed-Layer Depth

Individual Argo profile mixed-layer depth climatologies $\bar{h}$ and anomalies $\bar{h}'$ are now used in combination with the eddy data set to provide a systematic assessment of eddy-induced variability in mixed-layer depth across the SO.

#### 3.1. Mixed-Layer Depth Variability and a Systematic Eddy Signal

Figure 2 (black curve) displays the distribution of mixed-layer depth anomalies $\bar{h}'$ over all SO Argo profiles in the 10 year analysis period from the start of the Argo era in the SO (August 2001) up to the end of the eddy data set (4 April 2012). The departures $\bar{h}'$ from the seasonal climatology of mixed-layer depth at the profile locations in time and space are seen to have a typical magnitude of 40 m. They reflect nonseasonal mixed-layer depth variability at all spatial scales and at time scales up to several years. Positive (deep) mixed-layer depth anomalies are observed to occur at a somewhat larger frequency and magnitude than negative (shallow) anomalies. Moreover, observed $\bar{h}'$ distributions are peaky, that is small amplitude variability in mixed-layer depth ($\leq 1 \sigma$) and excursions of large magnitude ($>3 \sigma$) are more frequent, and typical amplitude variability ($1−3\sigma$) less frequent, than expected for normally distributed signals of equal mean and standard deviation (see black dashed curve).

To assess the signatures of the oceanic mesoscale in this observed variability in SO mixed-layer depth, Argo profiles are collocated with occurrences of mesoscale eddy snapshots, resulting in a data set of profile-to-snapshot distances in time $\delta t_{sp}$ and space $r_{sp}$. Profiles are associated to eddy snapshots if collected within the same week as the altimetry snapshot ($|\delta t_{sp}| \leq 4$ days) and collocated to neighboring eddy centers as a function of their normalized radial distance ($r_{sp}$ normalized by the radius of the eddy snapshot $r_e$). A summary schematic of the various scales involved is provided in supporting information Figure S1.

We first focus on variability within mesoscale eddy cores, defined to extend out to $\leq 0.75$ eddy radii from the eddy centers. As will...
become clear, this choice balances trade-offs between the observational sample number available within such defined cores and the amplitude of the detectable eddy signal. To assess eddy-core mixed-layer depth signals, we single out instances in which profiles are collected where and when such identified SO eddy cores are present (i.e., \( \text{Re} \leq 0.75 \) and \( |\delta t_{sp}| \leq 4 \text{ days} \)). This is the case for roughly 15% of the SO Argo profiles collected during the analysis period, resulting in a data set of more than 35,000 eddy-core profile associations, with roughly equal sampling of cyclones and anticyclones (Table 1). Profiles coincide with eddy cores wherever eddies are present across the SO (Figure 1a versus colored dots in Figure 1c). They sample the cores of about 5% of the identified weekly SO eddy snapshots (Table 1). Of these Argo-sampled eddy core snapshots, most are sampled by a single profile (about 94%), slightly more than 5% are sampled by two, and about 0.5% by more than two profiles (not shown). Note that roughly 10% of the identified profile-eddy core snapshot associations consist of a given profile being associated with two eddy cores. In more than 99% of these cases, these are the cores of the same eddy in two consecutive weekly snapshots along its track. This reflects slow eddy propagation timescales and the choice of a 4 day threshold in \( \delta t_{sp} \), which allows for a slight overlap between weeks.

The distributions of Argo profile mixed-layer depth anomalies across the cores of sampled cyclonic and anticyclonic eddy snapshots (blue and red curves in Figure 2) reveal the presence of deep and shallow excursions of mixed-layer depth from the background seasonal climatology, with probability distributions similar in shape to that seen when drawing from all profiles irrespective of their location with respect to eddies (black curve). Yet anomalously deep mixed-layer depth events (positive \( h' \)) are encountered more frequently when sampling only anticyclonic eddy cores (red curve) than when sampling all profiles irrespective of their association to eddy cores (black curve). Conversely, the probability of encountering shallower than climatological mixed layers is enhanced when sampling only cyclonic eddy cores (blue). In particular, the probability of encountering anomalously deepest mixed layers is substantially larger when drawing only from anticyclonic cores, compared to sampling anywhere, and even more so compared to drawing only from cyclonic cores. These systematic differences in probability reflect: (1) differences in the skewness (the anticyclonic core \( h' \) distribution is more skewed toward large positive \( h' \) than the all-profile distribution, whereas the cyclonic \( h' \) distribution is almost symmetrical with a small negative skewness), and (2) a systematic shift of the means of the distributions (toward positive/negative \( h' \) within anticyclonic/cyclonic eddy cores). Note that the large variability of \( h' \), which reflects eddy-to-eddy differences as well as non-eddy processes, is present when sampling all Argo profiles as well as cyclonic or anticyclonic eddy cores alone. Excursions of both signs, deep or shallow, are thus regularly encountered within eddy cores of either polarity. Interestingly, the variance of \( h' \) is somewhat enhanced in anticyclones (standard deviation larger

![Figure 2](image-url). Probability distribution of anomalies in mixed-layer depth, \( h' \), across all Argo profiles in the Southern Ocean south of 27.5°S (black), and only those profiles located within the cores of anticyclonic (red) and cyclonic eddy snapshots (blue). Profile numbers, mean and standard deviation of the \( h' \) distribution are indicated in the inset legend, and the corresponding normal distributions are shown by dashed curves.
than in the “all-profile case” by \( \approx 10 \) m, and reduced in cyclones (smaller by \( \approx 5 \) m, see figure legend). This suggests a possible contribution of mesoscale eddies to variability in mixed-layer depth in the SO, which is further explored in the discussion section.

Composite averaging over a large number of eddy snapshot-profile associations is now used to isolate, and further characterize, any systematic average eddy signal within the observed variability in \( h^0 \). The composite-average eddy-core mixed-layer depth anomalies \( h^0 \) across all SO eddies are given by the means of the distributions in Figure 2. They amount to a shallow anomaly of \( +27 \) m over cyclones, and a more pronounced deep anomaly of \( -113 \) m over anticyclones. These both lie well outside the 95% range on the mean \( h^0 \) expected for samples of the given size drawn from a population with the observed variance and a true zero mean (which are \( \pm 0.6 \) m for cyclones, and \( \pm 0.8 \) m for anticyclones), and contrast with a mean \( h^0 \) of \( 0 \pm 0.2 \) m for the all profile distribution (black curve). The composite-average eddy-core \( h^0 \) over cyclones and anticyclones thus reflect systematic, statistically significant, average eddy perturbations in SO mixed-layer depth.

One would like to know how these eddy signals in mixed-layer depth depend on the amplitude of the eddying circulations themselves. To assess this, the distributions of Argo profile \( h^0 \) are reevaluated sampling only the cores of eddy snapshots whose amplitude in sea surface height \( A_e \) fall within a given range. From the weakest quartile of SO eddy snapshots with amplitudes of \( 1 - 3 \) cm, to the most intense eddies with amplitudes in excess of \( 20 \) cm (\( \approx 6\% \) of SO eddy snapshots), the result (Figure 3) reveals large \( h^0 \) variability that embeds anomalously deep composite-average \( h^0 \) within anticyclonic eddy cores and anomalously shallow \( h^0 \) of weaker magnitude within cyclonic eddy cores. These eddy signals in mixed-layer depth differ significantly from zero across all bins of \( A_e \) considered, and show a systematic increase with eddy amplitude. Eddy \( |h^0| \) increases by typically 1 m for each 1 cm increase in the eddy amplitude \( |A_e| \). Notably anticyclonic \( h^0 \) increase at a slightly higher, and cyclonic \( h^0 \) at a slightly lower rate. This leads to a systematic asymmetry toward larger-magnitude eddy signatures in surface mixed-layer depth over anticyclones for all eddy intensities, whereas eddy amplitudes (dashed curves) themselves are symmetrical in magnitude between cyclones and anticyclones in each of the amplitude bins. Eddy core \( h^0 \) signals (markers) thus amount to roughly \( +20 \) m versus \( -10 \) m over anticyclones versus cyclones in the 10 – 20 cm amplitude range, and increase in magnitude to roughly \( +40 \) m versus \( -20 \) m in the composite over eddies with amplitudes larger than \( 20 \) cm. Interestingly, the level of \( h^0 \) variability (dotted vertical lines) around these systematic average eddy signals is also systematically elevated over anticyclones compared to cyclones, and also increases with increasing eddy amplitude: from typically \( 30 \) m over the weakest eddies, to \( 50 \) m over the most intense cyclones versus to \( 80 \) m over the most intense anticyclones.

To get an idea of the spatial variation of eddy \( h^0 \) across a typical eddy, the composite eddy signals are now diagnosed, rather than in the average across eddy cores, in bins of normalized radial distance \( r_{sp} \), normalized by the eddy radius \( r_e \) from eddy centers. To capture some of the variations with eddy amplitude and across the SO in this analysis, while still retaining a large enough sample to isolate robust eddy signals from the variability, here we focus on snapshots of eddies whose tracks originate in either the SO quiescent or...
energetic regions (see black contours in Figure 1a, with the locations of the corresponding eddy snapshots color coded). The result (Figure 4a) reveals eddy signatures in mixed-layer depth that peak at the eddy centers, at a modest +7 m versus −4 m in the composite over quiescent regions’ anticyclones versus cyclones (orange versus cyan), and at +45 m versus −15 m over SO energetic region eddies. Moving out from the eddy center (in increments of 0.25 eddy radii), eddy $h'$ decay in magnitude, remaining statistically nonzero (at 95% confidence) all the way up to a distance of one eddy radius. The decay of $h'$ observed moving out from the eddy centers may also in part result from the decreasing probability of being within an eddy core that arises in the presence of noncircular eddy shapes. Note the radii provided in the eddy track data set are determined to delimit circles of only area equal to that covered by the actual eddy shapes—see CSS11. Based on these results, the eddy cores have been defined to extend outward to 0.75 eddy radii, i.e., across the region where the largest signal resides.

Figure 4a also reveals a systematic lobe of reversed sign in the $h'$ composites centered at around two eddy radii. Such lobes are also seen surrounding eddy cores in the SO eddy SST signatures [Hausmann and Czaja, 2012], and likely reflect the dense packing of eddies in the SO (and a statistical average distance to neighboring eddy cores of mostly opposing polarity). Beyond about 3.5 eddy radii, composite-average $h'$ are statistically undistinguishable from zero. This suggests a non-periodic nature of the SO eddy field (with an essentially random probability of encountering, or not, eddy cores of either polarity beyond the respectively neighboring eddy of statistically opposing polarity). The zero average $h'$ outside the zone of eddy influence also attest to the capacity of the available sampling and method to detect robust eddy signals that are uncontaminated by residuals of the large (non-eddy) $h'$ variability.

Note that for each of the four ensembles investigated in Figure 4a, the number of $h'$ observations composited rises with increasing radius (along the horizontal axis) as expected from the increase in area of radial rings, from $\approx 500$ at the eddy centers to more than 10,000 for bins beyond about 3 eddy radii. These changing sample numbers are accounted for in the assessment of statistical significance of the composites in each of the radial bins. (See supporting information Figure S5 and Note S3 for additional discussion of the statistics underlying Figure 4). The results presented in Figures (2 and 3), and 4a are based on density-threshold-identified mixed-layer depths. Above overall conclusions remain robust when instead using mixed-layer depth $h$ obtained with the density algorithm developed by Holte and Talley [2009, cf. section 2]. (The latter result in overall slightly shallower SO climatological mixed-layer depths and somewhat smaller-magnitude composite eddy $h'$ anomalies, see supporting information Note S3 and Figure S5).

### 3.2. Characterizing the Seasonality of the Eddy Mixed-Layer Depth Signal

The large seasonality in SO climatological mixed-layer depths (see section 2) poses the question whether eddy signatures therein also vary throughout the year, due to either seasonal variations in the SO eddy field itself or seasonality in the way eddying circulations perturb mixed-layer depth, which may depend on the background seasonal state. The eddy mixed-layer depth signals presented above reflect observations, profiles, and eddy snapshots, collected throughout the analysis period, including all months of the year. Data coverage and the occurrence of identified eddy snapshots show little systematic seasonal variation (Table 1, see also supporting information Figure S3 for seasonal maps of eddy snapshot and Argo profile locations, equivalent to those shown for year-round data in Figures 1a and 1c.) The above results (Figures 2 and 3, and 4a) thus closely reflect an annual-mean eddy signal in SO mixed-layer depths. Now to assess whether eddy signatures in SO surface mixed-layer depth show a seasonal modulation, composite average $h'$ are diagnosed only including snapshots of eddies detected and sampled by Argo profiles in each month of the year.

First, we look at $h'$ signatures within eddy cores. For each of the four groups considered here (energetic and quiescent regions cyclones and anticyclones) between 200–500 eddy-core, Argo profiles are available to composite in each month of the year (see supporting information Figure S5). These Argo-sampled eddy cores, as discussed above for year-round data, represent a small fraction of the total number of eddies detected by the eddy-identification algorithm, and this fraction is also relatively constant throughout the year (not shown). The resulting eddy-core $h'$ composite averages by month of year (Figure 4b) reveal a clear seasonal modulation of the eddy signal in mixed-layer depth (note that these represent departures from the seasonal climatology). The seasonal variation in the magnitude of the eddy signal $|h'|$ broadly follows that of the background seasonal state $h$: it is characterized by weak eddy perturbations to the shallow...
Figure 4. SO quiescent and energetic region eddy mixed-layer depth signatures, and their seasonal evolution. Mixed-layer depth anomaly $h'_0$, in m: (a) composite-averaged across Argo profiles as a function of their distance from the center of cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies with origins in the South Pacific quiescent region (cyan and orange) and the SO energetic regions (blue and red)—see Figure 1b for a map of these regions. The number of profiles composited in the inner-most radius bin ($\leq 0.25$ eddy radii) of cyclones and anticyclones are 371 and 455 in the quiescent, and 522 and 546 in the energetic regions—numbers increase outward as expected from the increase in area (see supporting information Figure S5). Thick lines indicate a 95% confidence interval on the composite means (note these are often as narrow as the symbol size and thus not visible). (b) composite-averaged across profiles within eddy cores ($\leq 0.75$ eddy radii) as a function of season (month of year is indicated along the horizontal axis). For each month of the year, typically 400 Argo profiles are composited, for both cyclones and anticyclones, and in each of the regions considered. Color-coding as in Figure 4a. Dashed lines indicate the composite-average eddy sea surface height amplitude, in cm. (c) as in Figure 4a, but only including the late winter months (August-September-October, ASO), during which the eddy $h'_0$ signatures are most intense.
summer mixed layer and intense eddy perturbations to the deep winter mixed layer. In quiescent regions, the eddy signals are weak throughout the summer months (anticyclonic composites are not statistically different from zero from November through February, cyclonic composites loose significance in January and May). Systematic quiescent eddy-core $h'$ signatures emerge later in the fall and increase in magnitude through to the late winter (August-September-October, ASO in the following), when they peak at a $12 \pm 4$ m deep anomaly within anticyclones versus an $8 \pm 4$ m shallow anomaly in cyclones. Within eddies with origins in SO energetic regions, eddy-core $h'$ are significant, being deep in anticyclones versus less pronounced and shallow in cyclones, throughout the year. Here eddy-core signals are weakest in January-February-March (JFM) at $6 \pm 2$ m versus $-4 \pm 2$ m, and peak in late winter (ASO) at $59 \pm 10$ m versus $-28 \pm 7$ m.

In contrast to this systematic and pronounced seasonal modulation of eddy-core signatures in SO mixed-layer depth, eddying circulations themselves do not vary seasonally in amplitude (dashed lines Figure 4b). Thus, eddy circulations of a given amplitude perturb mixed-layer depth more vigorously in winter when background mixed layers are deep. Asymmetries in magnitude between anticyclonic and cyclonic $h'$ signals are also largest in late fall through late winter (with a ratio $\frac{h^c}{h^a}$ of typically 2–3), and become more symmetric in the summer. Interestingly, the eddy signal peaks at the end of winter (October) when the background climatological mixed layer has begun to shoal (supporting information Figure S5). Expressed as fraction of $h$, energetic regions’ eddy signals are about $\frac{1}{2}$ in magnitude in the summer time, and rise during the fall, to reach nearly $\frac{3}{2}$ over anticyclones, and $-\frac{1}{2}$ over cyclones, at the end of winter (not shown).

Possible physical mechanisms underlying the peak of the eddy mixed-layer depth signal at the end of winter may involve penetration of the base of the deep climatological mixed layers in winter to depths where eddy-induced isopycnal displacements are larger, thus causing larger perturbations to the background stratification on which mixing processes operate (see, e.g., vertical sections in Frenger et al. [2015]). The more pronounced eddy perturbations to sea surface temperature, and thus air-sea heat loss and associated mixing, in the winter time may also play a role [see, e.g., Hausmann and Czaja, 2012; Frenger et al., 2013]. In the following, we characterize this large winter signal in more detail, focusing on late winter months (ASO) when the eddy signatures in mixed-layer depth peak in magnitude. The evolution moving outward from the eddy centers (displayed in Figure 4c) shows a similar pattern as that seen in year-round observations (Figure 4a), with a peak at almost $+90$ m in energetic anticyclonic eddy centers.

To examine geographical variations of the eddy-core $h'$ signal in winter, we first assess the resolution at which this is possible. At a sample number of 1000, typical for the ensemble of profile associations to eddy cores during ASO in each of the four eddy groups considered (supporting information Figure S5), the standard error on eddy-core composite averages is about 1 m over quiescent eddies ($\sigma \approx 25$ m), 2 m over energetic cyclones ($\sigma \approx 70$ m), and 3 m over energetic anticyclones ($\sigma \approx 100$ m). For truly zero eddy signals, there is thus a 95% probability to encounter composite averages with a magnitude as large as 2, 4, and 6 m, respectively. As the sample numbers are reduced, the magnitude of such chance-encountered nonzero composite averages increases. At a sample number of 50, they amount to $\approx 10$, 20, and 29 m. This corresponds to a magnitude that is comparable to the eddy-core $h'$ signal for quiescent eddies in ASO ($\approx 10$ m, Figure 4b), and lies at $\frac{3}{2}$ and $\frac{1}{2}$ of the magnitude of the eddy signal for energetic cyclones ($\approx 30$ m) and anticyclones ($\approx 60$ m). This suggests we can take a more stratified look at ASO eddy-core signatures by composite averaging over samples of as little as 50 members.

The eddy signal is now mapped using this threshold sample size. To do so, for each 1°-by-1° grid box, a composite average $h'$ is diagnosed over this fixed number of $N_{map} = 50$ surrounding Argo profile eddy-core associations identified as closest in terms of a mapping cost function (see supporting information Note S2 for details on the mapping procedure and its statistics). The resulting average mapping radii for both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddy-core signals amount to typically 500 km, varying between 300 and 1000 km in the SO away from sea ice and continental shelves (supporting information Figure S4). In the resulting maps of the winter-time, eddy-core anomaly in mixed-layer depth (Figure 5) stippling indicates where mapping radii exceed 700 km within the Argo-covered region. The maps reveal deep eddy-core $h'$ in anticyclones over the entire SO (Figure 5b), and predominately shallow eddy-core $h'$ over cyclones (Figure 5a). The latter map suggests a few exceptions with deep eddy-core $h'$ over cyclones located mainly to the south and southwest of Australia. (These correspond to the “sub-thermocline” cyclones featuring warm sea surface temperature anomalies and depression of near-surface isopycnals as characterized by Frenger et al.)
[2015, supporting information Figure S9]. Note that excluding this group of cyclones results in slightly shallower mixed-layer depth anomalies in the remaining SO energetic region cyclonic composite average, e.g., in Figure 4—not shown.) Overall, the maps in Figure 5 suggest a spatial pattern, similar for cyclones and anticyclones, of weak magnitude eddy perturbations to winter mixed-layer depth in the subtropical basin gyre interiors, and increasing magnitudes on approaching the regions of high eddy energy along the ACC, the Agulhas retroflection, the Agulhas return current, and also the Brazil-Malvinas confluence. This suggests the separation into quiescent and energetic region eddies used above is a meaningful one that reflects the primary large-scale spatial pattern in SO eddy mixed-layer depth signatures. Summer-time maps (JFM, not shown) feature much weaker amplitude signatures throughout the SO. Maps of the year-round eddy signal, which are better resolved due to a roughly four times larger sample size, show a similar spatial pattern to the winter signal displayed and discussed here.

4. Discussion

This section probes some of the implications of the observed systematic eddy $h'$ signatures for the mean state of the SO mixed-layer depth field, in terms of its climatological mean, level of variability, and deepest winter excursions.

4.1. Do Eddies Have a Rectified Impact on the SO Mean State in Mixed-Layer Depth?

Observational results show that anticyclones deepen the SO mixed layer by more than cyclones shallow it. This systematic asymmetry in the magnitude of eddy-induced perturbations poses the question whether mesoscale eddies have a rectified impact on the mean state of the SO mixed-layer depth field. The observed asymmetry is more pronounced in the winter time and along the ACC energetic regions, suggesting that in the absence of eddies the winter mixed layers along the ACC might be shallower.

As a first step toward assessing whether this is the case, the composite $h'$ signature of all SO eddies are examined by including both cyclones and anticyclones in the averages, denoted $\langle h' \rangle$ in the following (where $\langle \rangle$ stands for composite average, $E$ for eddy). Maps of these all eddy-core composites $\langle h' \rangle$ in late winter (ASO, Figure 6a) indeed show a net deep eddy mixed-layer depth anomaly across most of the SO. The net eddy signal $\langle h' \rangle$ is weak in quiescent gyre interiors, only occasionally exceeding 10 m. In several parts of the energetic regions and to the south and south-west of Australia, $\langle h' \rangle$ increases to 20–50 m. Note
that, compared to the maps in Figure 5, the sample size entering the composite at each grid point in Figure 6a is doubled (by specifying $N_{map} = 100$ and thus conserving roughly equal mapping scales to those of the cyclonic or anticyclonic $h'$ maps—see supporting information Note S2 and Figure S4). The magnitude of the signal is however reduced by more than half due to the averaging of opposite sign cyclonic and anticyclonic $h'$, thus leading to somewhat reduced statistical significance in Figure 6a. The composite radial structure of the net eddy $h_i$, in ASO, evaluated over all quiescent and energetic eddies (Figure 6b, displayed in the same format as in Figure 4c) is weak over quiescent eddies, and peaks at a statistically significant average of $\approx +5$ m at the eddy centers (in the bin of 0.25–0.5 eddy radii the quiescent eddy signal straddles the limit of being significantly different from zero). In the average over energetic eddies, $\langle h'_i \rangle$ is significantly positive all the way out to one eddy radius, and peaks at $\approx +35$ m at eddy centers. Correction for a small bias in the Argo profile sampling of eddy cores (preferential sampling of anticyclones compared to eddy statistics...
inferred from satellite altimetry, see Table 1) leads to a slightly smaller peak \( \langle h'_E \rangle \), reduced by \( \approx 3 \) m over energetic region eddy centers (not shown). Note that the all-eddy composites \( \langle h'_E \rangle \) are very similar to the average of anticyclonic \( \langle h'_A \rangle \) and cyclonic \( \langle h'_C \rangle \) composite signals evaluated individually (separate set of markers in Figure 6b, see legend), i.e., \( \langle h'_E \rangle \approx (\langle h'_A \rangle + \langle h'_C \rangle)/2 \), in both the quiescent and energetic region averages. Locally, and especially along the edges of the ACC energetic regions, observed asymmetries in cyclonic and anticyclonic eddy demographics [see, e.g., Frenger et al., 2015, Figure 6b] additionally contribute to setting the observed spatial patterns of \( \langle h'_E \rangle \) in Figure 6a (not shown).

To evaluate the degree to which these net eddy-mixed-layer depth anomalies \( \langle h'_E \rangle \) contribute to the mean-state in SO winter mixed-layer depth, the fraction of time and space occupied by eddies needs to be taken into account. The coverage fraction by eddy cores, denoted \( f_E \), is mapped in Figure 6c. It is estimated as an average over 2\( \degree \)-longitude by 1\( \degree \)-latitude bins. Given the large eddy snapshot sample numbers bin-averaging without smoothing is used here, thus the patchiness of the map. The fraction varies from less than 5% on continental shelves and adjacent to Antarctic sea ice, increasing to slightly more than 15% in the average over the South Pacific quiescent regions and slightly less than 20% on average over the energetic regions (Table 2), to values in excess of 30% reached locally along the ACC (Figure 6c). Notably, \( f_E \) shows little seasonal variation, so that winter and summer time maps are similar to the annual mean displayed here (not shown).

If the climatology \( \bar{h} \), to which \( h' \) and eddy-averages therein are referenced, would reflect a mean state from which eddies are absent, the rectified eddy contribution, denoted \( \delta \bar{h} \) hereafter, could be estimated observationally as \( f_E \langle h'_E \rangle \). However, this is not the case, because the observed mean state already includes any rectified eddy contribution if it exists, i.e.,

\[
\bar{h} = h^u + \delta \bar{h}.
\]

Here \( h^u \) denotes the unperturbed climatological mean state of the SO, which would exist in the absence of eddies and is thus not observable. One approach to estimating \( \delta \bar{h} \) observationally begins with decomposing \( h \) into the observed mean state, \( \bar{h} \), and departures from this state, \( h' \), and relate these to \( h'^u \), the departures from \( h^u \) that are not accessible observationally, by applying equation (2):

\[
h = \bar{h} + h' = h^u + (\delta \bar{h} + h') \equiv h^u + h'^u.
\]

Using equations (2) and (3), one obtains an expression for the rectified eddy contribution only in terms of observable quantities, as follows:

\[
\delta \bar{h} = f_E \langle h'_E \rangle = f_E (\langle h'_C \rangle + \delta \bar{h})
\]

Rectification and its observational estimate are thus highly sensitive to \( f_E \) (Figure 6d). If \( f_E = 0 \), there are no eddies, and no rectification. If eddy cores occupy all the area 100% of the time, \( f_E \) equals 1 and the perturbed mean state is completely determined by eddies (note however that this is physically impossible, especially with the 0.75 \( r_e \) cutoff for eddy cores considered here). In this scenario, any asymmetry in eddy anomalies with respect to the unperturbed state, \( \langle h'_E \rangle \), is fully absorbed into the perturbed state, and is thus cancelled out if evaluated with respect to the perturbed state. Rectification is thus not observable at \( f_E = 1 \) (i.e., from equation (4), \( \langle h'_E \rangle \) is unrelated to \( \delta \bar{h} \)). If \( f_E = 0.5 \) rectification is given directly by the net eddy signal in mixed-layer depth \( \langle h'_C \rangle \). For \( f_E \ll 1 \), as observed (Figure 6c), \( \frac{\delta \bar{h}}{h^u} \approx f_E \) and thus \( \delta \bar{h} \approx f_E \langle h'_E \rangle \). In quiescent regions, this is about 0.16\( \times \)2 m < 0.5 m, over energetic ACC regions it amounts to on average 0.18\( \times \)15 m ≈ 3 m. Note that these estimates are not anticipated to be very sensitive to the definition of eddy cores, as when larger radius thresholds are chosen to delimit cores, \( f_E \) increases while the average eddy-core \( \langle h'_C \rangle \) decreases. This analysis thereby suggests that the contribution of mesoscale eddies to the climatological mean depth of the SO mixed-layer depth field is small. That is, in late winter and in the ACC energetic regions, when and where the eddy effect peaks, it amounts to a deepening of the mean state mixed-layer depth by about 3 m in 150 m, or 2%. This, for example, corresponds to a 2% \( (\approx 10 \text{ day}) \) increase in the typical time scale for turbulent air-sea heat exchange in this region and season, \( \tau \approx \frac{h^u}{\dot{q}_h} \approx 15 \text{ months} \), where \( \dot{q}_h \) is the specific heat of seawater per unit volume and \( z \) is the turbulent air-sea heat flux feedback,
estimated recently at $15 \text{ W m}^{-2} \text{ K}^{-1}$ for the SO by Hausmann et al. [2016]. It would be interesting to further examine the effects of this small eddy rectification of the surface mixed layer on biogeochemical processes, e.g., via its modification of light availability.

### 4.2. Eddy Contribution to SO Mixed-Layer Depth Variability

The seasonal cycle of variance of the SO mixed-layer depth field, as measured by the standard deviation of the departures of $h$ from its seasonal climatology $h_0$, taken across all available Argo profiles collected in a given month of the year (Figure 7b, black dots), is characterized by departures of small magnitude in the summer time, at $\sigma(h_0) \approx 20 \text{ m}$. Magnitudes of variability slowly increase during fall and winter to peak at $\sigma(h_0) \approx 70 \text{ m}$ in September, followed by a quick drop in variance during November and December. Overall, the level of variance in the SO mixed-layer depth field thereby follows the seasonal cycle of its climatological mean, i.e., there is less variance around shallow climatological summer mixed-layer depths, and more variance around the deep winter depths. During most of the year the level of variability thus lies at typically a quarter to a half of the climatological depth. Interestingly, this ratio $\sigma(h_0)/h$ rises to larger values ($\approx 0.6–0.8$) during the quick shallowing of climatological mixed layers in spring (October–December), possibly reflecting interannual variability in the timing of this abrupt shallowing.

To assess how the presence of mesoscale eddies contributes to this cycle of SO mixed-layer depth variance, the ensemble of Argo profiles is divided into groups depending on distance to the closest surrounding eddy center. Here each Argo profile is associated with only one single eddy snapshot whose center lies closest to the profile’s location. The resulting distribution of the distance to the center of the respectively closest eddy snapshot, $r_{\text{sp-min}}$, identified during the same week ($||\Delta t_{\text{sp}}|| \leq 4 \text{ days}$), normalized by that eddy snapshot’s radius $r_e$, is displayed in Figure 7a. It reveals that, most frequently, profiles are collected at a distance of 1–1.5 eddy radii from the closest eddy center. 15% of all profiles are collected at a distance to the closest eddy center of less than $r_{\text{sp}}=0.75$ and are thus located within eddy cores. About 10% of profiles are located outside the zone of direct influence of a surrounding eddy, defined here as $r_{\text{sp}} > 2.5$. The remainder of profiles is collected within the periphery of the eddy closest to them in the same week ($0.75 < r_{\text{sp}} \leq 2.5$).

The seasonal cycle of mixed-layer depth variance, assessed separately for these three groups of Argo profiles, collected within eddy cores, eddy peripheries, and outside the zone of eddy influence, is displayed in Figure 7b (by red, green, and grey symbols, respectively), separately for profiles collected only in the South (red, CORE), those profiles not within eddy cores but within their periphery (green, PERIPH), and the remainder of profiles further out from the closest eddy snapshot (gray, OUT)—assessed separately for quiescent (squares) and energetic regions (diamonds), and for the ALL case also for the entire SO (dots).
Pacific quiescent regions (squares) and the ACC energetic regions (diamonds). In quiescent regions, mixed-layer depth variance is reduced compared to its all SO level all year round, with $\sigma(h')$ varying from 10 m in the summer time to a peak at 40 m during September. Here no noticeable difference in $h'$ variance between profiles located within and outside of eddy cores is observed. This suggests that quiescent region eddies do not contribute significantly to setting the level of mixed-layer depth variance there.

In energetic regions (black diamonds), mixed-layer depth variability is larger than in the all SO ensemble (black dots), by up to $\approx 20$ m during late winter. Here throughout the year, $h'$ variance is significantly larger in the ensemble of profiles collected within eddy cores (red diamonds) compared to those in eddy peripheries (green diamonds), with those outside the zone of direct eddy influence (gray diamonds) featuring even smaller $h'$ variance. This observed enhancement of mixed-layer depth variance amongst profiles within eddy cores compared to those taken outside of direct eddy influence amounts to $\approx 20$ m during the transition seasons, and is particularly striking from mid-winter through mid-spring (August–November), when the difference in $\sigma(h')$ between the two ensembles reaches $\approx 30$–45 m. In energetic regions, mixed-layer depth variability, evaluated using all profiles, peaks in October, as it does amongst profiles within energetic eddy cores (at $\sigma(h') \approx 110$ m). In contrast, the peak of $h'$ variability occurs earlier, in September, amongst profiles outside eddies in energetic regions (at $\approx 65$ m) and also in quiescent regions (at $\approx 40$ m).

Together these findings suggest that the presence of mesoscale eddying features and their signatures in mixed-layer depth may, (1) augment the variance of the SO mixed-layer depth field, (2) strengthen the spatial gradient of the SO mixed-layer depth variance, by contributing to its observed increase from quiescent gyres toward the regions of intense eddy variability along the ACC and western boundary current systems, (3) intensify the seasonal cycle of the SO mixed-layer depth variance, by contributing to its observed peak in the winter time, and (4) possibly delay the timing of peak mixed-layer depth variance along the ACC from the end of winter (September) to the beginning of spring (October).

### 4.3. Eddy Modulation of the Occurrence Frequency of Deep SO Winter Mixed Layers

Here we take a closer look at the distribution of mixed-layer depths in late winter (ASO) along the eddy-intense energetic regions of the SO and assess a possible contribution by the presence of eddies to the deep tail of this distribution.

Amongst all profiles taken in this region and season, with an average depth $h \approx 150$ m, the distribution of mixed-layer depth is strongly skewed, characterized by frequent shallower than average events and less frequent deeper-than-average events with mixed layers deeper than 200, 300, 400, 500 m, and even occasionally in excess of 600 m (see Figure 8, numbers at the panel top). To evaluate the role eddies play in setting the shape of this distribution and the occurrence of deeper than average events, this ensemble of energetic-region late-winter profiles is divided into groups depending on the profiles’ distance to the closest neighboring eddy center, as in Figure 7 above. Of the total number of profiles (slightly more than 10,000), $\approx 5%$ (500 profiles) are collected outside the zone of influence of the nearest eddy, $75%$ (7500 profiles) within the periphery of the nearest eddy, and $20%$ (2000 profiles) within eddy cores, with roughly $10%$ (1000 profiles) in each cyclones and anticyclones (see Figure 8, horizontal lines). For mixed layers shallower than 300 m, eddy peripheries and regions outside of direct eddy influence (Figure 8, green and gray curves) account for a fraction of observations that is roughly equal to the total fraction of profiles in those categories irrespective of the measured $h$ (green and gray lines). However, in the deep tail of the distribution, that is for mixed layers deeper than 300 m, eddy peripheries and regions outside eddy influence account for a systematically smaller fraction of observations than their share of the total number of profiles, and this fraction decreases further on moving toward bins of deeper mixed-layer depth.

As expected from the eddy-induced perturbations in mixed-layer depth, the fraction of observations in bins of $h$ accounted for by profiles located within cyclonic and anticyclonic eddy cores (blue and red curves in Figure 8) reverses between the average mixed-layer depth for cyclones and anticyclones (blue and red vertical bars in Figure 8). For shallower $h$, cyclonic eddy cores account for a slightly larger fraction of observations than their share of the total number of profiles (blue line), anticyclonic eddy cores for a smaller one. In contrast, for deeper $h$, cyclones account for less than their share and anticyclones for significantly more. Strikingly, anticyclonic eddy cores, although representing only $10%$ of the total number of profiles, account for between $20%$ and $45%$ of profiles with mixed layers deeper than 300 m. Anticyclonic eddy cores thus clearly contain a disproportionate fraction of late-winter mixed layers deeper than $\approx 250$ m measured by...
Argo profiles in the energetic ACC region. Cyclones account for a negligible fraction of the deepest mixed layers observed, especially at depth in excess of 400 m. Together eddy cores of both polarities thus represent more than their share of profile numbers in the deep tail of the $h$ distribution. Eddy cores account for about 20% of total profiles in this region and season, but for $\approx 30\%$ of profiles measuring mixed layers deeper than 300 m, and $\approx 35\%$ of profiles with mixed layers deeper than 500 m. These observations thus suggest that mesoscale eddies, via the anticyclonic part of their population, enhance the occurrence frequency of late-winter and early-spring SO mixed-layer depth events deeper than the regional and seasonal climatology.

Note that the deep events considered here are rare. Thus, even if eddies play a significant role in modulating the occurrence frequency of such deep events (as suggested here), their role in shaping the average depth of the climatological winter mixed layer is likely small (as discussed in section 4.1).

Finally, we note that the difference between the average mixed-layer depth in anticyclones and cyclones, $h_A - h_C$ in Figure 8, is somewhat larger than the difference in the eddy anomaly signals, $h_0^A - h_0^C$ in Figure 4b. As further discussed in supporting information Note S3, this reflects residuals of the eddy signal partitioned into the profiles’ mixed-layer depth climatologies rather than anomalies (see Figure S5).

5. Conclusions

This study combines a decade of joint Argo profile surface mixed-layer depths with multi-mission satellite altimetry-derived mesoscale eddy data (locations, amplitude, and radii), to identify and document systematic eddy signals in the SO surface mixed-layer depth field. The eddy mixed-layer depth anomalies $h_0$, departing from the seasonal climatology $h$, are on average shallow in cyclones, deep in anticyclones, and systematically increase in magnitude with eddy amplitude. They are small in the quiescent gyre interiors of the southern hemisphere ocean basins, and reach large amplitudes over the energetic SO western boundary current systems and the ACC path. Eddy mixed-layer depth signatures are characterized by a large seasonal modulation in amplitude, roughly following the seasonal cycle of climatological SO mixed-layer depth: eddy $h'$ are weak in the summer time, increase during the fall, and peak in late winter/early spring, which is during and somewhat after the time the deepest climatological mixed layers are attained in the SO. Composite eddy $h'$ are largest at the eddy centers and on average decay with increasing radial distance. In the average across eddy cores, and at their late winter peak in August-September-October (ASO), they amount to typically $-8$ m versus $+12$ m over cyclones versus anticyclones in the South Pacific quiescent region, and to $-30$ m versus $+60$ m along the SO energetic regions. These correspond to late-winter peak composite differences in the eddy signal between anticyclones and cyclones of 20 and 90 m, respectively.
The differences in mixed-layer depths between cyclones and anticyclones found here in the South Pacific (winter peak difference of ≈ 20 m) are comparable to those documented for the South Indian subtropical gyre by Gaube et al. (2013) and Dufois et al. (2014). Moreover, recently Dufois et al. (2016) computed eddy-driven perturbations to mixed-layer depth for the subtropical gyres of the world ocean (within the latitude range of ≈ 10°–35° N,S) finding comparable winter peak differences of ≈ 30 m or less. Compared to the $h'$ signal of these subtropical gyre eddies, the present study documents about four times larger eddy mixed-layer depth perturbations in the energetic ACC and SO western boundary current regions (late-winter peak difference of ≈ 90 m), where eddying circulations themselves are roughly four times more intense.

The eddy mixed-layer depth signatures presented here can provide observational benchmarks for eddy-resolving modeling process studies. These in turn will be helpful to provide quantitative insight into the mechanisms via which eddies perturb mixed-layer depths. These include eddy modulation of stratification and shear (geostrophic, and due to internal waves, e.g., Klein and Hua (1988) and Kunze (1985)), as well as coupling of eddy perturbations in surface flow and temperatures to air-sea fluxes of momentum and heat [Dewar and Flierl, 1987; Williams, 1988; Chelton et al., 2004; O'Neill et al., 2012]. Further observational analysis, combining mixed-layer depth with eddy signatures in other fields at the ocean surface and also through the atmospheric boundary layer [Hausmann and Czaja, 2012; Frenger et al., 2013; Villas Bôas et al., 2015], as well as making use of the full information contained in the Argo archive to establish the SO eddy signatures deeper in the water column, will contribute to assessing the mechanisms at play. The latter endeavor will also help to further differentiate meander-type eddying flow fields from highly nonlinear vortices, both of which are considered amongst the mesoscale eddy features investigated in the current study. The latter can advect and trap the surface and mixed-layer water mass properties of their location of origin across the large (mixed-layer depth) gradient across the ACC and SO current fronts [e.g., Ring Group, 1981; Dewar, 1986], thereby possibly contributing to the large eddy mixed-layer depth perturbations observed in these regions. It will be interesting to assess the mixed-layer depth signatures and the respective contributions to SO mixed-layer depth variability separately for these two types of eddying features, as well as study their evolution throughout their lifetimes.

This study documents a systematic asymmetry across SO eddies, characterized by larger amplitude deep mixed-layer depth anomalies in anticyclones versus less intense shallow anomalies in cyclones. This asymmetry in the amplitude of mixed-layer depth anomalies between cyclones and anticyclones is itself largest during fall and winter and along the energetic regions of the SO. It is not accounted for by asymmetries in the amplitude of the underlying eddying circulations. Interestingly, such an asymmetry is also absent in the eddy signatures in sea surface temperature and air-sea heat fluxes [Hausmann and Czaja, 2012; Villas Bôas et al., 2015]. The mechanism at the origin of this asymmetric eddy perturbation to mixed-layer depth remains to be further examined. A likely candidate seems to be the combination of opposing impacts of anticyclones and cyclones on stratification in the presence of the sea surface, with the enhancement of geostrophic shear in eddies of both polarities. For a given amplitude of turbulent kinetic energy input by, e.g., atmospheric forcing and given amplitude of eddy perturbations in stratification, this combination leads to a larger surface-layer mixing efficiency, as measured, e.g., by the Richardson number, in anticyclones compared to cyclones. Possible enhancement of shear due to asymmetric internal wave presence in anticyclones [Kunze, 1985] may further bias the surface mixing efficiency toward larger values in anticyclones. Idealized eddy-resolving ocean modeling studies could be used to investigate this mechanism, which does not involve eddy-atmosphere coupling.

The net signal that results from the asymmetric perturbations to mixed-layer depth in eddy cores along the ACC region in late winter detected here amounts to typically +15 m. With a fraction of time and space of the SO covered by eddy cores of approximately 20%, this study suggests a small impact of eddies on deepening the climatological mean SO winter mixed layer. As discussed, extracting any such rectified eddy signal from observations is not straightforward, as available observed long-term means already contain any such signal if it exists. To address the question of a rectified eddy contribution quantitatively, dedicated high-resolution model experiments are necessary. These will also be instrumental to further clarify the link between the mesoscale mixed-layer depth signals documented here and smaller scale/sub-mesoscale mixed-layer instabilities and their contribution to mixed-layer re-stratification, as documented in various recent modelling studies and also from observations [e.g., Thompson et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2016]. Here
it is worthwhile to recall that Argo profile coverage, although representing a step-change in our observing capacity and knowledge of the SO through all seasons, remains comparatively scarce and samples only ≈5% of the cores of all eddying features identified in satellite altimetry. Moreover, satellite altimetry itself is limited in spatial resolution, capturing only well-formed mesoscale eddies, with the smaller scales of the mesoscale spectrum remaining at present inaccessible to systematic basin-wide observational studies [e.g., Chelton et al., 2011].

This study shows that the variability of mixed-layer depths is enhanced within eddy cores compared to their surroundings in the eddy-rich SO western boundary current systems and along the ACC, and in particular during late winter. Eddies, via the anticyclonic component of their population, are found to enhance the occurrence of deeper than climatological late-winter mixed-layer events. The presence of the eddy perturbations to the SO mixed-layer depth field and its level of variability, documented here, allows the surface mixed layer to intermittently access depths deeper than its climatology and may thereby impact the large-scale seasonal-average temperature, carbon and nutrient concentrations of the SO mixed layer, with possible effects on air-sea fluxes of heat and carbon. Eddies may in this way modulate the average nutrient availability in late winter and early spring in the eddy-rich regions of the SO, with possible impacts on phytoplankton biomass and its blooms, which are observed to onset and peak across the circumpolar SO during late winter, spring, and early summer [Thomalla et al., 2011]. Moreover, eddy $h'$, via their anticipated correlation to eddying surface flow anomalies and spatial gradients in both, are directly linked to eddy-driven subduction/obduction, and thus the ventilation and formation of water masses in the SO. In this regard, it would be fascinating to build upon the eddy mixed-layer depth signals characterized here to provide a direct observational estimate of the eddy-driven fluid exchange between the surface layer in regular contact with the atmosphere and the permanent thermocline below, whose assessment so far relies on simple parameterizations relating to estimated eddy diffusivities and large-scale observations of stratification [Sallée et al., 2010a; Sallée and Rintoul, 2011].
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